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chelsea as early as I400,1 but for the best part of a
century its use was mainly, and its manufacture entirely,
confined to foreigners. Andrew Borde,2 who disapproved
of it, says, ; Bere is made of malte, of hoppes and water :
it is a naturall drynke for a Dutche man. And nowe of
late dayes it is moche used in Englande to the.detryment
of many Englysshe men; specyally it kylleth them the
which be troubled with the colycke and the stone and
the strangulion; for the drynke is a cold drynke; yet
it doth make a man fat, and doth inflate the bely, as it
dothe appeare by the Dutche mens faces and belyes.
If the bere be well served and be fyned and not new it
cloth qualify the heat of the lyver '. Libellous attacks
on this excellent liquor were authoritatively repelled in
1436, when a writ was addressed to the sheriffs of
London to proclaim that all brewers of beer shall
continue their art in spite of malevolent attempts made
to prevent natives of Holland and Zeeland and others
from making beer, on the ground that it was poisonous
and not fit to drink and caused drunkenness, whereas
it is a wholesome drink, especially in summer.3 That,
thanks to the large foreign settlement in London, beer
brewing soon attained considerable dimensions in the
city is evident from the fact that in 1418, when provisions
were sent to Henry V at the siege of Rouen, 300 tuns of
4 ber ' were sent from London, and only 200 tuns of ale,
but the beer was valued at only 135. 4d. the tun, while
the ale was 205-.4 About the middle of the fifteenth
century large quantities of hops were being imported at
1  V. C. H. Sussex, ii. 261.	* Dyetavy (E. E. T. S.), 256.
3	London Letter Book K, 205.
4	Riley, Mems, of London, 666.

